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What we thought 20 years ago
“Tomorrow it may be cheaper, much cheaper, to send a full-length, color feature film
to someone’s home than today it is to send a signal to someone’s beeper. . . .
“Most people in the field expect that radically cheaper communications will allow
consumers to take more control of the messages they receive. . . . the customer will
be able cheaply to summon up what he wants, and the information supplier will be
able to make money without having to mass-distribute his wares.”
--Jack Fuller, News Values (1996)
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Or even 22.
“[The Web] will, by necessity, change the way that we do our jobs.
“The way we write stories will change. If you think nobody
reads [long stories] in a newspaper, REALLY nobody scrolls all the
way through a story on a computer screen.
“The way we report will change, too, because the tools at our
disposal will make some time-consuming tasks easier, and open up
time for tasks and ideas we never get to now.
“The idea of a deadline is going to change--again. When we had
many newspapers in Chicago, each with many editions, the
competitive need to get the latest news on the street was
unrelenting. In the last few years, we’ve gotten used to a slower
pace. No more! Our competition is going to increase in number,
and we’ll have a deadline every minute.
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Or even 22.
“The audience we write for will change, too . . . it is likely
that the niche audiences that consume our information in new
forms will have different demands and levels of sophistication.
Someone who can go online to check your sources is going to
be a demanding reader, don’t you think? The implications of a
wired society for that equation are profound.
“And that means the way we are structured also will
change. At a minimum, we’ll have to rethink the geographic
boundaries in which we work; at a maximum, we might have to
do away with the distinctions among CLTV, the Tribune, the
online services, WGN, and what have you. We’ll be structuring
not around delivery systems, but around ideas and information.
And that may be the most profound change of all.”
--ORY, October 14, 1994
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But something else didn’t change.
“All of the things we’ve been saying about the ways that information will disseminated in
the future are going to be evaluated through a particular prism, of course: profitability.
“Who’s going to make money, and how will that money be made? . . . [In] the
informational model . . . consumers value our information, our editing and our reputation
enough that they’ll pay enough for it to support us. So that puts the ball right back in
our court as journalists. Can we make our information that valuable? Or, if it’s that
valuable already, can we persuade consumers to pay for it?”
-- “You Won’t Be Alone” (1994)
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First, we feared this.

disintermediation
the elimination of an intermediary in a transaction between
two parties
Source: merriam-webster.com
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(a journalist)

But now we’re dealing with this.

omni-intermediation
the interposition of a single intermediary in every
transaction between two parties
Source: Owen Youngman, September 2016
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(Facebook)

This may sound very familiar.
“Facebook, in the years leading up to this election, hasn’t just become nearly
ubiquitous among American internet users; it has centralized online news
consumption in an unprecedented way. According to the company, its site is used by
more than 200 million people in the United States each month, out of a total
population of 320 million. A 2016 Pew study found that 44 percent of Americans
read or watch news on Facebook. These are approximate exterior dimensions and
can tell us only so much. But we can know, based on these facts alone, that
Facebook is hosting a huge portion of the political conversation in America….
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Or not.
“The Facebook product . . . is familiar yet subtly expansive. Its algorithms have their
pick of text, photos and video produced and posted by established media
organizations large and small, local and national, openly partisan or nominally
unbiased. But there’s also a new and distinctive sort of operation that has become
hard to miss: political news and advocacy pages made specifically for Facebook,
uniquely positioned and cleverly engineered to reach audiences exclusively in the
context of the news feed (emphasis added).
“These essentially do not exist outside of Facebook, and you’ve probably never
heard of them: . . . Occupy Democrats; The Angry Patriot; US Chronicle; Addicting
Info; RightAlerts; Being Liberal; Opposing Views; Fed-Up Americans; American News;
and hundreds more.”
—John Herrmann in The New York Times Magazine, August 2016
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So is there news without engineers?
“No other single branded platform in the history of journalism has had the
concentration of power and attention that Facebook enjoys.
“[In 2014] academic and blogger Zeynep Tufekci noted that whilst her Twitter feed
was full of reports from Ferguson [immediately after the shooting], nothing
appeared on Facebook. . . .Facebook’s algorithm had decided that Tufecki was not as
immediately interested in the unrest in a small Missourian suburb as she would be
in the ice bucket challenge. Tufekci suggested that without . . . Twitter, where feeds
are determined by individual choices, people might not be talking about Ferguson at
all.”
-- Emily Bell, Columbia University
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Actually, there are engineers everywhere.
• Every year, Google alone handles more than 2 trillion searches, up from 1 billion in
1999. (Today, that is about 4 hours’ worth.)
• Every day, Americans write the equivalent of 36 million books in their email and
messages.
• Every minute, users upload 400 hours of video to YouTube.
•(That’s 80 years of video every 3 days.)
•(This is not from the Onion.)
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And all in all, it’s a new model for media.
“Unlike Time Warner, [BuzzFeed’s] growth doesn’t come from lavish ad campaigns
or newsstand placement . . . Its stories -- be they quizzes, listicles, or investigative
news -- are engineered to come to you [emphasis added]. They exist as freefloating agents, cruising along . . . in social media streams and finding readers via
shares and retweets and email forwards and pins.”
--Mat Honan in Wired, January 2015
“At its core, BuzzFeed is a testing center for impact.”
—Summer Anne Burton, executive creative producer, April 2016
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And where
does that
impact happen?
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Pretty much always on your phone…
• More mobile phones in U.S. (>350m) than

people (323m in 1/2016...including babies)
• 207 million smartphone subscribers in U.S.

at 8/2016, up >50% from 2011 (77% of
mobile market)

Mobile subscriptions:
7+ billion

• Worldwide, mobile-only Internet users

forecast were estimated at 1 billion in 2015,
up from 14 million in 2011. More than half
of Facebook users are mobile-only
Sources: ITU, CTIA, Facebook earnings, Ovum Australia, Morgan Stanley, U.S. Census, Pew Internet study
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World population: 7.3 billion; 5.2 billion have
mobile phones

Millennials = Love Their Smartphones...
87% = ‘Smartphone Never Leaves My Side’
Millennial Smartphone Behavior, USA, 2014

…because
you’re
never
without it.
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Source: Zogby Analytics.
Note: Zogby Analytics was commissioned by Mitek Systems, Inc. to conduct an online survey of 1,019 millennials who have a smartphone. For the purposes of this survey, “millennials” are defined as
adults between the ages of 18-34. All interviews were completed May 30 through June 6, 2014. Sums may exceed 100% owing to rounding.

Data via Mary Meeker, KPCB, May 2015
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Not that this is a shock.

“In the future, Gates said, the only
thing in our pockets will be a credit
card-sized wallet PC that holds our
keys, bank card, IDs, and pictures
of our kids . . . [it] will have a small
screen that can bring up phone
numbers, memos, schedules, IDs,
and even personal photos.”

Not that this is a shock (cont.)

“We shall be able to communicate with one another instantly, irrespective of distance.
Not only this, but through television and telephony we shall see and hear one another as
perfectly as though we were face to face, despite intervening distances of thousands of
miles; and the instruments through which we shall be able to do his will be amazingly
simple compared with our present telephone. A man will be able to carry one in his
vest pocket.”
--Nikola Tesla, interview with Collier’s, 1926
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And mobile drives your news consumption . . .
“The rapid growth of mobile is a key factor driving the move to digital news. Indeed, the proliferation of
devices is giving rise to a new multiplatform news consumer, one who accesses news through a
combination of different devices and traditional sources.”
– Pew, “The State of the News Media 2013”
68% of smartphone owners follow along with breaking news; 67% share pictures, videos, or commentary
about events in their community; 56% use them to learn about community events or activities; and 46%
say they couldn’t live without the device.
– Pew, “U.S. Smartphone Use in 2015”
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. . . so I’m
hoping
you use
Snapchat.
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So what’s the issue for journalism?: 3 hypotheses

1. Distraction is the new focus.
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So what’s the issue for journalism?

“Attention is the prize, which becomes more valuable as demand for it grows.”
– Jack Fuller, What Is Happening to News,
“Attention is the key. And if we lose control of our attention, or are constantly
dividing our attention, than we don’t really enjoy” learning.
– Nicholas Carr, The Shallows:What the Internet is Doing to Our Brains
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So what’s the issue for journalism?, II

1. Distraction is the new focus.
2. Convenient is the new local -- that is, “easy” is more important
than “good.”
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The evolving meaning of ‘local’
• At first: What can I walk to? (Later: What can I drive to?)
• More recently: What can I hear at home on the radio, or watch on TV?
• Today: What can I find on the Web?
• Tomorrow: What can find me wherever I am…
•

On my personal digital assistant?

•

In my RSS reader?

•

In my inbox, or calendar app?

•

On my iPod, or my phone?

Owen Youngman, Chicago Tribune, “Making a Difference in Different Ways,” Orlando, Fla., April 2007
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So what’s the issue for journalism?, III

1. Distraction is the new focus.
2. Convenient is the new local.
3. The smartphone is not the culmination of Western civilization.
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But neither was this.
“In order to be successful, any given piece of
wearable technology has to be useful the entire time
it’s on your body. Prescription glasses sit on your
face, but improve your vision all the time, so they’re
successful. Sunglasses sit on your face and make you
look cooler all the time, so they’re successful. Google
Glass sits on your face, but mostly does nothing, so
it’s a failure. It’s a simple formula.”
--Nilay Patel, The Verge, April 8, 2015
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What should you demand
of journalists, and the
media?
•Accuracy
•Self-awareness
•Numeracy
•Appropriateness
•Business knowledge
•Audience awareness
•Adaptability
http://bit.ly/7skills

Questions?
o-youngman@northwestern.edu
http://owenyoungman.com
@YoungOwen

